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ABSTRACT

The Abraham narrative (Gen 11:27-25:11) has long been

approache~'s history, or as a source for history, whether of actual

events, or of Israelite literature, religion, and theology. With the

development of the modern principles of historical enquiry, biblical

scholars felt the need to examine critically the historical veracity

of the biblical text. Critics noted many textual feat~res, which,

.,

from such a perspective, they interpreted as indications that the text

was not a single,C continuous account, but an assemblage of numerous

earlier traditions. For the sake of historical honesty, and in search

of historical knowledge, higher critics turned their attention to

identifying and isolating these various sources.

Since the early 1960s, the hist6rl~criticalperspective has

gradually been yielding to a literary-critical view of the Bible which

is far more sympathetic to the integrity of the receiyed text. From
~--,

the new perspective, and in the light of recent developments

in literary theory,. it is possible to discern the equivocal character

of the evidence higher critics advance in support of their hypotheses.

The same data which seem so compelling for' higher-critical reading

also· serve the radically different ends of a holistic literary-

critical approach. The fact that the text (like any text) has a
/

history is never denied, but it is irjelevant to the new approach.
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This the.l. offer•• de.crlptlon of the plot of the Abr.h.m

n.rr.tlve, .ccompanled by • det.lled .naly.l. of the flr.t half of the

narr.tlve (11:27-17:27). The the.l. concentr.tes on those festures of

tbe n.rr.tlve wblcb .re crucl.l for under.t.ndlng tbe text'.

structure, for ex.mple, key-word., repetition, antlclp.tlon, .nd
~

defeated expec~tlon. to mention but. few. The methodology employed

I. rooted In close re.dlng, but with .pecl.l .ttentlon to recent

re.der-response crltlcl.m (e.g. H. Perry, II. her, .nd U. leo). Such

.n appro.ch con~entr.te. on the Ilter.ry detail. and techniques of the

narrative,
c

.~a' j on tbe w.y
I

In which tbey guide the reader'. (
actu.ll.at!on of the text. It I••rgued that the kind of de.crlptlon

undert.ken bere I. the prerequisite for ev.luatlon of the text ....
Ilter.ture, history, or theology.
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CHAPTER ONE

ENCOUNTERING THE NARRATIVE
•

\
.;

The Abraham narrative (Gen 11:27-25:11) has' long been.

approached as history, or as a source for history, whether of actual

events, or of Israelite literature, religion, and theology. With the

development of the modern principles of historical enquiry, biblical

scholars felt the need to examine critically the his torical veraci ty
. 1

of the biblical text. Critics noted many textual features, which,

from such a perspective, they interpreted as indications that the text

was not a single, continuous account, but, an assemblage of numerous

earlier traditions. For the sake of historical honesty, and in ~earch

"'"
of historical knowledge, higher critics turned their .attention to

identifying and isolating these various sources.

As these remarks intimate, . the modern study of the Abraham

narrative has both a literary and an historical dimension. The

relationship between the two was descr~b~d ~ong ago by Abraham Kuenen,

one of the fathers of the higher-critical approach:

The [11 terary) .cri tic is the ally of the historian,. and
furnishes him with the materials he mu~t use in his work •

. Generally the critic and the historian are combined in the same
individual, but for all that the former is the servant of t~

latter, and, although his work is twined inseparably into the
other's, it yet remains subservient and logicaily antecedent to
it throughout (1880:465).

Although many would question Kuenen's position that the purpose of

literary criticism is to serve the needs of historical reconstruction

..
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text thought to be prior to and contained within

•
obertson 1976:547-548), his remarks nonetheless indicate thst

Those based

As a logical corollary,

rest solely on literary evidence.

decisions are the more fundamental.

reeo

(e.g.

on notions of historical development -- be they of actual events, or of

literature, religion, and theology -- are guilty of circular reasoning
,

(cf. J. van Seters 1975:127-128; R. POlE in 1980).

Since the innovative studies of Heir Weiss (1963, 1965, 1971)

and Luis Alonso-Schll~.l4 (.I961 ,, "~ .
1975), the historical-critical

pers'pec tive has gradu~lli'~~en yielding to a literary-critical view of----the Bible which is far more sympathetic to the integrity of the

received ~ext (cf. D. Robertson 1976). From the new perspective, and

in the light of. recent de.velopments 'in literary theory, it is possible

to discern the equivocal character of the literarr evidence historical

critics advance in support of their hypotheses. The same data which

seem so compelling for higher-criticalcreading serve the radically

this fact that the significance of the priority of literary decisions

based on a predetermined historical notion may prevent a ~er from

achieving a proper understanding of certain literary features, and as a

different ends of an holistic literary-critical approach.

lies.

I t is in'

In addition to begging the question, the division of a text -
consequence lead hi~ to an interpretation that is less than

satisfactory.

During the modern period of biblical scholarship, the

principles governing the way most critics interpret the 'literary

•.-
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features of the Abraham narrative have been supplied by source

(Literaturgeschichte~ and form criticism ' (Gattungsforschung,
;(J

Formgeschichte). While tradition history (Uberlieferungsgeschichte),.

~and to a lesser extent redaction criticism (Redaktionsgeschi~hte),
~

have played major roles since the studies of Albrecht'Alt (1929), the

principles \by which both interpret literary features stem from these
2

other two methods.

Source criticism was the first method to be systematically

applied to the Abraham narrative by modern critics. This method

focuses primarily on four features: changes in style, repetition,

breaks in the story-line, and contradictory or diverging points ,of

view. Convinced that no single author would employ such features in a

continuous narrative, source critics interpr~t these features as

indications that the present text is a conflation of, different

sources. It is the source critic's task, Klaus Koch instructs, " •••

to discover the original writings, to determine exactly their date of

origin, and to grasp the personality of the writer as much as
3

possible" (1969:69) •.

Wit? the development of form.c~iticism came a whole new way or'

viewing the material in the Abraham cycle. Rather than defining the
1

text in terms of continuous documents, as does source criticism, form
..--'

"

critics focus on the individual episodes. According to the form

critics, originally these episodes were all independep~f one another

until a series ~f later collectors and redactors gradaally brought
/

them together and recorded them in the same, text. Although most form

.
•
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cri~ics and tradition historians agree that these collectors sup~lied

some sort of framework for the earlier stories, they also feel they

did n~t significantly alter them, and that to a large extent the

originals remain r~coverab1e.

Porm criticism supports its posit~on with two principal types

of evidence. As indicated above, the first stems from the episodic

nature of the text. Hermann Gunkel, for example, observes that each

episode. "begi~ with a distinct introdu~ion and ends with a very

recognizable close" (1964:43). "Each'one;" in the word~of William

McKane, "is a perfectly formed little gem" (1979:24).

The second type of evidence derives from generic concerns.

1IIhi1e there exists an intense controversy over the genres contained in
4

thk patriarchaiWnarrative, and over thei~ possible oral na:ure, most

.. scholars Qeverthe1ess agree that distinctive genres prove
, I,>

that the

Abraham narrative contains ~ mixtUre of originally independent

materials. According to the prescription of G. M. Tucker (1971:10-'

17), the aim of the form critic is to isolate the different examples

of the different literary types, and interpret each according to the

canons appropriate for it.

Together the various branches of the higher-cri~icism base
, ...

. their claim that the Abraham narrative is not a unified work on six

principal types of evidence: changes in style, repetition, breaks in. .

the story-line, contradicting or diverging points of view, the

episodic nature of the narrative, and the presence of different

•
..

genres. The remainder of the chapter, therefore, will describe

/
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and, in the light of current' literary theory, reassess the literary

.force of this evidence. The main body of the thesis will then offer
<)

a new reading of the Abraham narrative, applying where appropriate any

alternative ways of interpreting the literary features in question.

Changes in Style

Style is a broad term that is difficult to define in any
5

thetoway.precise For most biblical scholars it refeFs
6

characteristic usage,. of terms, but it also includes vaguer categories

such as the sense that arises from the way in which the text uses

language in general. However, whatever different scholars may include

under the rUbr~c, "style," there is the underlying assumption t~st any

given narrative will contain only one style of narration.

Higher critics, for example, have long noted the change in

style' that occurs when passing from Gen 12-13 to Gen 14. Yet despite

the fact that chap. 14 presupposes both Lot~s separation from Abram,

and his removal to the Jordanian plain (13:9-12), critics are

uncommonly united in their.opinions that its unique narrative style

belies any connection it may have with other sections of the

patriarchal narrative.

While thed~fferences between Gen 14 and its surrounding

material are real, the presupposition that a change of styles

indicates a change of narratives remains unproven and contradictory to
<,

the evidence of comparative literary studies. In their discussion of

style in English fictional prose, for example, G. N. Leech and M. H.
".

Short state that a theory of style .• has to confront the fact
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that there may be a multiplicity of styles within the same work"

(1981: 57).

Indeed, these two literary theorists identify two different

patterns of stylistic variation within single narratives, (1) an

pattern, and (2) a pattern of alternation. As suggested~evolutionary

by its name, the first involves a process of continual change, each

stage of which develops out of the preceding style and. into that which

follows. In contrast, the second type refers to a pattern in which

different narrative segments correspond to changes in narrative style

which do not develop in any such patte:n~d way. Each block of

material may be of variable length, and any style may recur any number

of times throughout the course of the narrative. This pa ttern is

particularly significant for it is that of the Abraham narr~tive, as

anyone familiar with it will recognise.

According to Leech and Short, stylistic variation is a

function of a text~s overall meaning (1981:38-40, 56-64, 136-145).

While this understanding has had little impact on biblical criticism,

it is not entirely new to the field. In a short monograph that has

Martin objectsstyle in biblical narrative.

been largely ignored W.\ J.

approach to the study of

Martin (1955) argued for a more literary

to the higher critical presumption that style should be explained in,
terms of authorial knowledge" and its implication that an author did

not know what he did not use. The style used to describe any

particular situation in a narrative, he adds, is not determined by

what it uses elsewhere, but by its needs' and purposes at that
•

",
.f" '



particular juncture.

7

Returning to the words of Leech ,and Short, "we

must search for explanations of stylistic value

considerations internal to the work itself." (~982:138).

in terms of

)

According to Martin, the style a narrative employs at any

given point depends on at least two factors: (1) narrative type, and

(2) its subject matter (cf. Leech and Short 1981:136~138). With

respect to the former Martin identifies three main categories of

narratives: "(a) descriptive prose, which i9 devoted to the

description of objects in space; (b) narrative prose, which deals with

the narrative of events in time; and (c) expository prose, that is the

exposition of ideas in order" (1955:12). Functioning in conjunction

with these factors is the literary context(s) of any given episode.

An author

, describing

will use a different style in those aections of his work,
legal proceedings than he will in those which describe a

love affair. Similarly, sections designed to evoke the reader's

sympathies will employ 'a style different from those intended to

convince him of some cause or argument.

To these two factors can be added a third. According to Leech

and Short, style will'also vary according to narrative voice, or what

literary critics often refer to- as point of view (1981: chaps. 5 and
7

9-10). This involves making the distinction between a story's

narrator(s) and its characters. First person narrators, being

actively involved in the story they tell will, by virtue of their

subjective perspective, employ a di'fferent style than third person

narrators, who stand outside the eventa they describe.
\

If there is

J
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more than one narrator, each will use a style appropriate to his own
/

perspective and attitude. A similar set of criteria also functions at

the lev~l of the narrative's characters. Since different characters

usually have different personalities, points of-View, and backgrounds,

authors will describe th~m, and have them speak in styles that

correspond to and highlight their differences.

Thus, whi~e the "annalistic official style" of Gen 14 may

indeed mark "the passage sharply off from the narratives by which it

is surrounded," the conclusion that it is an "isolated boulder in the

stratification of

necessarily follow.

the Pent[ateuch]" (J. Skinner 1930:256) does not

, ,~
Rather, the chang~,of style can be seen as a,

function of the change of scene, and of the needs of the narrative at

that particular point. Unlike Gen 12-13, which describe Abram's
,

excursions through the Near East, or Gen 15, which describes a covenant

ceremony, Gen 14 relates an invasion of Canaan by a coalition of

four apparently powerful monarchs. The style, which mimics that

actually used by monarchs to recount their

appropriate to the purpose of the chapter.

feats of conquest, is

. ) thus

While, little has yet been said about the role of Gen 14 in its

wider narrative context, which is a question of plot and structure not

style, the above discussion indicates that the "issue of narrative

style is more complex than higher criticism has admitted., Simply to

'characterise the style of Gen 14 as "annalistic" is insufficient. A

complete analysis must also account for the wat that style contributes

to a narrative's meaning. If, moreover, the narrative involves a
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,
.

number of cbaracters, narrators, or situationa, tbere will inevitably
•

be certain changes in style, any account of w~icb must describe tbeir

~.relationsbip to tbe changes in content and context.

Repetition /

According to bigher critics, the strongest evidence that the
•

rec~ivedtext is not a unified document is the existence· of episodes

, tbat appear to repeat what has already transpired. In the Abraham

narrative, for example, there are two accounts of tbe patriarch

misrepresenting his wife as his sister -- three if the episode witb

Isaac is included (Gen 26). In both cases, Abram/Abraham travels to a,
foreign land and fears that tbe locals will kill him in order to

possess Sarai/Sarah. In both caaes the ruse succeeds: Sarai/Sarah is

ta~en by the local ruler and Abram/Abraham is left unharmed. Again,

in botb instances, God intervenes on behalf of tbe patriarcb and

convinces the monarcb to return Sarai/Sarah to her busband. Both

comply witb~~God's wishes, but also take tbe opportunity to scold,
Abram/Abraham for bis deceit. Otber examples include the two accounts

of a covenant between the patriarcb and God (Gen 15; 17), and the two

episodes in whicb Hagar departs from Abram's/Abraham's home (Gen 16;

21:8-21).

The refusal to accept the narratological significance of

repetition witbin a single text has until very rec~ntly prevented

biblical scholars from exploring tbe types found in the Bible, and tbe

!

ways in wbicb tbey function. On tbe level of the event or episode
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literary theorists have identified a number of types of repetition (G.

Genette 1980:113fL). Following J. Cohen, s. Rimmon-Kenan

J

distinguishes between the repetition of the sign, of the signifier,

and of the signrfied:

a repetition of the whole sign is a re-telling of an
event in the recit in exactly the same woras, by the same
narrator, the same focalization, etc.; a repetition of the
signifier uses the same discourse (i.e. recit) elements to
narrate different histoire-events, while a repetition of the
signified narrates the same histoire-event using different
discourse-elements (1980:152).

A cursory reading of tbe Abraham narrative suggests that the dominant

type is repetition o.f the signifier, a suspicion corroborated by the

recent studies of R. Polzin (1975), R. Alter (1981:47-62), and J. G:

Williams (1980). "

In Alter's ,opinion, scenes that appear to repeat one anotber
.,

can best be understood as a literary conventi?n similar to the type-

scene of Greek epic. In the epics, particular situations always

unfold according to specific patterns. Followed by Williams (1980),

Alter suggests that a similar convention is operating in the Old

Tes tament. Genesis records three versions of the threat-to-the-. . •
matriarch, not because some redactor felt compelled to include th\m in

order to be faithful to his sources, but because convention required

that the action unfold in a particular way whenever the patriarch

travelled with his wife to a foreign land.

The use of such a convention, however, does not mean that the

details of any occurrence of a particular type-scene are fixed or pre
8

determined. Indeed, Alter observes a great deal of variation between

•
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the scenes, noting that sometimes only allusions sre necessary for

making the desired connections. This freedom allows the author to

play on the expectations of his readers. Details in any given seene

which do not normally appear in its type become foregrounded, and

according to Alter, are usually s~gnificant for understanding the
9

meaning of the text.

While Alter's analysis provides a formal basis for admitting

the presence of repetition in biblical narrative, its value for

interpreting actual examples of the phenomeno~ is uncertain.. Williams

may have identified the essential elements of the sister-wife type-'

scene, and some of its variations, but he does not comment on their

functions in their present contexts, or on their relationshi~ to one

snother. If variations in a scene constitute a key to its meaning, as

Alter claims, a proper interpretation of Gen 20 requt"res more than
.

Williams's explanation of how it was possible for an ancient Jewish

author to identify Sarah as Abraham's 'paternal half-sister when such a

marriage clearly contravenes Levitical law (Lev 18:9; 20:7).' In

addition to being purely speculative, such socio-historical

explanations avoid the more essential question of the function of such

this question are two others: (1) why does Abram not tell P'haraoh of

an identification at the level of the narrative itself. to ..
his true relationship to Sarah in 12:10-20; and (2) why does the

narrator not supply this information in 11:27-321

Without such a discussion, there is nothing to demonstrate

that the various examples of the type-scene belong to the same story-

,.

-......

, .
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If type-scenes were ss common a literary device as Alter

suggests, it would remain a possibility that some .edactor copied the
,

different versions of the wife-sister type-scenes from different

sources, and that they have no integral relationship to one another.

Of course, one could respond that since they occu~in the same text,

the onus of proof lies with those who would argue that they, are

unrelated, a line of reasoning with which I am in basic agreement.

However, the state of Biblical scholarship over the last two centuries

demands that more be said. Williams himself seems aware of this need
\

with his favourable reference to Polzin's study of these three

epiBodes.

Polzin focuses on what he calls the "synchronic connections

which,

between' the stories."

transformations,"

Through these he
~

he maintains,

identifies

together

"two sets

constitute

of

a

cumulative answer to the question of how "man finds out Yahweh's will

snd purpose" (19~5:81). Hore specifically, the first set addresses

the problem of knowing when someone is blessed by God, while the

•
second concerns the ways by which man learns of God's will.

./

Polzin's argument conCe~ing the second set of transformations

is the more straightforward. ~h' version of the the threat-to-the,

matriarch deacribes a different means of realising God's will, each of

which, Polzin adds, correspond to the three-fold division of' the

• Tanak. In Gen 12:10-21 and the Torah God reveals his will through

divine intervention. In Gen 20 and the Nebiim he appears in

prophetic vision, while in Gen 26:1-11 and the Ketubim man discoveFs

,
,

o
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God's purpose through his own powers of observation snd reason.

Polzin arrives at hi. first set of transformations through an

argument that is both more arduous and complex. They are designed, he..
maintains, to show that "God's blessing is actualized or made

essentially complete only with the acquisition of wealth and progeny

possessed under conditions established by Yahwe~ (1975:91). Polzin

sees these conditions operating at the level of a test of the

patriarch's mor~l fibre, which, in all three cases, hinges on the

situations into which they place their wives. Thus, while Abram

acquires wealth in Gen 12: 10-20, because he obtains it through the

"actual adultery" of Sarai, . it cannot be considered the result of

God's blessing. Failing the test ·of wealth, Abram does not receive

progeny and, as yet, has not obtained'Yahweh's blessing.

In the aecond episode Abraham again acquirea wealth. On ~his

~ occasion, however, 'Abimelech's dream prevent. him from committing

"actual adultery," placing Sarah only in a situation Polzin refers to

as "apparent adultery." Raving this ·time averted an adulteroua

sItuation, Abraham has now aucce8jlfully passed the test of wealth,

which, appropriately, ia immediately followed by the birth of Isaac.

The third example

. approach to the/problem.

of the type-scene provides an ~ite

Unlike Gen 20, where Abraham has wealth but

no progeny, in/·Gen 26 Isaac has progeny but no wealth. On this

occasion, after Isaac misrepresents his wife as his sister, Abimelech

successfully deduces her true status before he or anyone else takes

her. Thus, Isaac placed Rebekah only'in a situation of "potential

"
"


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































